Show accuracy when fielding
from a deep position
incorporating bridging

Can lead with confidence and
success in a variety of roles such
as: official, coach, or captain.

Can apply a wide range of
fielding and batting techniques
in games to gain an advantage

Show a high level of
consistency and
accuracy when fielding

Can evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of their team
to place people in the best
positions

Show a range of batting
techniques with accuracy;
hitting into space

Can lead a self led warm up
identify most major muscles
in the body
Can identify the
different fielding
positions

Demonstrate a range of
batting techniques,
forehand and backhand

Understand the no
ball and obstruction
rule.

Understands and
demonstrates the role
of the back stop

Can communicate
effectively as part of
a team

Can adjust the field to
ensure the opposition do
not gain and advantage

Show a high level of
power and consistency
when batting

Is able to play two
positons confidently
when their team is
fielding

Can act as a team captain and
use their knowledge to
position their team when
fielding

Can lead their team
through a range of
fielding practices

Demonstrate a good
backhand batting
technique with accuracy

Can determine a
batting order for
their team

Understanding how
to score a rounder in
a game
Demonstrate basic
underarm and overarm
throwing technique

Demonstrate low and
high catching
techniques

Can develop practices to
develop the weaknesses
within their team

Can evaluate where
to place fielders to
gain an advantage

Can I identify their own
strengths and weaknesses
to determine their position
on the team

Can lead a warm up
to a group of peers

Retrieval of the ball and
throwing into a base player,
short and long barriers

Demonstrate a range of
bowling techniques, pace,
spin, donkey drop

